
Affordable Connecticut House Alarm Systems from Elite Security Services Emerge 

as the Most Preferred Choice to Build Burglarproof Homes.   

 

Elite Security Services has now emerged as the top service provider in the Connecticut 

house alarm industry with their excellent range of affordable security solutions. The 

company is considered to be one of the fastest growing security companies throughout 

the country. The low cost of their service plans has been the primary reason behind their 

exemplary success in Connecticut.  

 

Highly cost efficient home protection service from Elite Security Services has propelled 

the company to a commanding position in the Connecticut house alarm market within 

less that one year of operation in this state. The homeowners in Connecticut have shown 

tremendous inclination towards the security service offered by the company because of 

the technological supremacy and cheaper price offered by the company. All three service 

plans from Elite Security Services are extremely popular amongst the homeowners in the 

state. Elite Security Services was formed by the renowned security specialist Mr. Paul 

Shakuri in the year 2011. His wealth of experience and knowledge has been one of top 

reasons behind the company's instant success in Connecticut. 

 

Like all other states around the United States, the Connecticut house alarm industry has 

grown tremendously over the years. However, home protection systems have always 

been far too expensive for common homeowners to afford them. The advent of Elite 

Security Services in this region has triggered a significant change in the industry. The 

low cost security packages from them have allowed common men in Connecticut to avail 

top class security for their home without stretching themselves. With a monthly rental of 

$35.99, the Basic protection plan is one of the most sold security plans in the entire state.  

 

In spite of their affordable price, the security plans from Elite Security Services offer all 

the latest features to their customers. Apart from the basic plan, the also have two more 

service plans with highly advanced features. Talking about their low cost service, Mr. 

Shakuri recently stated, "We have always tried to bring the benefits of advanced home 

protection to common people because home security is no longer a luxury. We would 

continue our efforts to promote a crime free society by reaching out to as many 

homeowners as we can". He has also thanked the Connecticut house alarm customers of 

the company for their relentless support.  

 

About the Company: Elite Security Services is a rapidly growing company in the home 

security industry. They offer highly efficient and economical home security solutions in 

America and Canada.  
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Contact 

Paul Shakuri 

Phone: 800-880-9569 

Website: http://www.YourAlarmNow.com 
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